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2- Find the mistakes, then correct the sentences:             (5 marks) 

1.    How he did is still a mystery. 

2. You had rather see the doctor if that headache persists. 

3. After we finished our work, I had a very nice speech with my friend. 

4. I'm not opposed to your opinion. On the contrast, I completely agree with you. 

5. To buy something by weight, you may like to know how much it is for kilo. 

3- Rewrite the following sentences, using the word(s) in brackets to give the same 

meaning:            (5 marks) 

1. This is the only shirt shown in the shop-window.                       (except) 

2. I went mad because of his indifference.                                      (drove) 

3. She typed what I dictated to her word by word.                          (was) 

4. He greatly considers his colleagues.                                 (consideration)  

5. Managers are capable of saving time and effort more skillfully than clerks.  

                                                                                                 (as ---------- as) 

4- Answer FOUR only of the following questions:         (6 marks) 

1. Why is Hawaii a major tourist attraction?   

2. How did the hula begin and how did it develop? 

3. What were the teachers' and the children's roles according to Maria? 

4. How would you describe Maria's experience as a technical school student? 

5. What effect does the population growth have on the average annual income? 

6. Why is erosion a factor of lower grain production? 

 

 

 

                   A-Language Usage & Set Book       [21 marks] 

1- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  (5 marks) 

1. I don't know …………… finished his higher studies or not. 

    a)  my cousin has                                 b) whether my cousin                                                                                            

     c)  my cousin hasn't                             d) if my cousin has 

2. …………… getting the highest mark in class, Hussein still has problems with 

pronunciation. 

a) Despite  b) Even though    c) In spite         d) Nevertheless 

3. “Would you like to spend the weekend with us?” – They ………….. her to spend 

the weekend with them. 

a) advised                  b) ordered     c) invited              d) begged 

4. A guesthouse with …………… is often hard to find. 

b) vacation  b) vacancies                 c) vocation            d) vaccines 

5. We rely on Ms. Salwa for her experience, skills and …………… advice. 

a) wisdom  b) wisely                        c) wise                  d) wiser 

6. The chess players tried very hard to ………… each other with every move in the 

tournament. 

a) outnumber  b) overcome      c) outrun         d) overdo 

7. Tomorrow is Ahmed's birthday. Let's …………… it. 

a) celebrate             b) praise        c) honour         d) congratulate 

8. Women change their …………… quickly about clothes. 

a) brains               b) thoughts     c) minds         d) heads 

9. He left without adding ……………to his statement. 

a) not at all                                        b) anything whatsoever      

c) none but the last                             d) nothing more 

10. I …………… with this boss for ten years in May. 

a)  have been working     c) will work                                    

c) have worked                           d) will have worked 
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B- Reading Comprehension & Critical Thinking      [10 marks] 

5- Reading comprehension:  (8 marks) 

A- Read the following passage and then answer the questions:  (4 marks) 

Interviews may be more or less formal. In highly formal interviews, 

participants tend to stay closely within social and professional roles. They do 

little to acknowledge each other as unique individuals. Instead, the interviewer 

acts as the potential employer or the corrective supervisor. The interviewee also 

acts from a defined role; prospective employee or a repentant subordinate. The 

content of highly formal interviews tends to follow a standard format, often one 

that the interviewer has written to structure the interaction. 

    In contrast, informal interviews are more relaxed, personal and flexible. 

The interviewer attempts to engage the interviewee as an individual, not just a 

person in a general role. In turn, the interviewee tends to communicate with the 

interviewer in more individualistic ways. Typically, informal interviews aren't 

as rigidly structured as formal interviews. The interviewer may have a list of 

standard topics, but those provide only guidelines. Sometimes participants may 

introduce unusual topics, and they may devote more time than planned to issues 

that arise. 

1. What is the main idea of the passage? 

2. Which type of interviews do you prefer? Why? 

3. What is the meaning of the word 'unique'? 

4. What does the underlined word refer to? 

B- Read the following passage, then choose the correct answer:  (4 marks) 

The Industrial Revolution refers to the social and economic changes that 

occurred when machines and factories, rather than human labour, became the 

dominant mode for the production of goods. 

During the Industrial Revolution, urbanization occurred as cities were 

built around factories and families moved to the city to work in the factories. 

Living space in cities was crowded and expensive, which contributed to a 

decline in the birthrate and to smaller families. 

The development of transportation systems during the Industrial 

Revolution made it possible for family members to travel to work sites away 

from the home and to move away from extended kin. With increased mobility, 

many extended families became separated into smaller nuclear family units 

consisting of parents and their children.  

 

 As a result of parents' leaving the home to earn wages and the absence of 
extended  kin in or near the family household, children had less adult supervision 
and moral guidance. Unsupervised children roamed the streets, increasing the 
potential for crime. 
1. An extended family includes …………………. . 

a) neighbours, parents and children           b) grandparents, parents and children 

c) parents, children and other relatives      d) children and their parents 

    2. According to the passage, urbanization means …………………. . 

         a) turning part of the countryside into desert 

         b) changing an area of the countryside or a village into a town   

         c) giving the human power the priority over machines 

         d) removing trees from an area of land 

    3. One of the consequences of improving transportation systems is …………. . 

a) getting the family members closer  

         b) increasing parental guidance and supervision 

c) decreasing the potential for crime  

d) encouraging parents to work far from homes 
  4. The relationship between: "With increased mobility, many extended families  

      became separated….." and "As a result of parents' leaving the home….." is …… 

       a) cause and effect                          b) statement and clarification        

       c) description and summary           d) generalization and example 
Critical Thinking 

6- Choose the best ending for the following passage:  (2 marks) 

 The subject of animal testing is very controversial. In my opinion, animal 

testing should not be banned for a number of reasons. The first is that many 

products must be tested on animals to ensure that they are safe for humans. The 

second is that the effects of certain chemicals such as insecticides can be observed 

on animals and their offspring and the results are achieved faster since animals 

have a shorter life span than humans. The final reason is that it ……………….. . 

         a) is intended to cause animals to live longer 

         b) helps in improving the manufacturing of pesticides 

         c) is aimed at finding cures for diseases like cancer 

     d) fortifies the animals' immunity system 

                       Writing             [9 marks] 

7- Write a dialogue between a mother and her daughter/son, who prefers eating        

junk food all the time.               (3 marks) 

8- Write an essay of not less than TWENTY lines on A or B:  (6 marks) 

A- Televised violence               B-  An embarrassing situation         


